ATTENTION!

READ BEFORE OPERATING

1. Make sure that the notch on the top of the Straight Attachment aligns with the open slit of the Disposable Prophy Angle.

2. Left = Unlock / Right = Lock. To insure that the Straight nose is lock, you must firmly rotate to the right (clockwise) the dark gray ring, until you hear a slight click and the (o) circles line up. **This step is very important for proper functionality of the Low Speed Handpiece Set.**

3. **NOTE:** When Locking / Unlocking Straight Attachment make sure to hold the bottom portion of the Straight while following Step #2.

4. Push Button to release Straight Attachment from the Polishing Motor. Failure to do this can cause irreparable damage to the motor or Straight Attachment.

5. When using the disposable prophy angle, **DO NOT** operate above 3,000 R.P.M. The Directional Ring for the Polishing Motor MUST BE in the (R) Reverse Position to prevent cups/brushes from unscrewing during procedure. **NOTE:** a warm or hot prophy angle head is an indication that the motor is being operated above the recommended 3,000 R.P.M.